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CRIMINALISING BOGUS HOLLISTIC PRACTITIONER

IN THE CONTEXT OF CRIMINAL LAW IN MALAYSIA:

A STUDY IN SHAH ALAM CITY

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The belief that there is a connection between faith healing and crime' is

certainly not new. The fact that some individuals or groups believe in and are

involved in something commonly called faith healing, have to be admitted by

the society. One of the reasons is that our societies are really emphasized

about the custom and traditions which also consists the matter of

supernatural powers. As far as we concern, Malaysia is based on many races
J
that having their own belief and faith and the way of life which include the

belief to the invisible creature, that they believe is having power either to be

use in good faith or otherwise for example in holistic treatment.
~

Malay race for example, is well-versed with the matter of custom,

tradition and way of life that basically belief in the exi'stence of supernatural

pc;>wers, faith healing or the holistic treatment. Nowadays, the using of

...
'1'\i:."


